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ATTRACT YOUR MAN
3-Part Live Training

The Official Companion Workbook



thousands of professional women. She is the first dating and
relationship coach in the U.S. to use a unique, proven,
psychology-backed system for finding an ideal, compatible
life partner. She’s happily married for over 13 years and lives
with her family in New York City.

Polina Solda has been featured on:
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About Polina Solda

Polina Solda is the
founder and CEO of
Love by Design, the
host of Love by Design
podcast, a certified
Eniostyle expert, and
certified coach with
over 12 years of hands-
on experience helping 

https://www.cbsnews.com/newyork/news/breadcrumbing-dating/?msclkid=226ac38ad08611eca91374d19ae2238b
https://medium.com/@polinasolda
https://radiopublic.com/last-first-date-radio-6BZgQ6/s1!bb108?msclkid=8278337ad08611ec950e28caf0270734
https://www.eofire.com/podcast/polinasolda/?msclkid=546ec16fd08611ecab45889da3b36fcb
https://programs.deservewhatyouwant.com/m1ao/?msclkid=dd791e87d08611ec9904538442ece5ca
https://twelveminuteconvos.com/polina-solda/?msclkid=22d79dced08711ecba90273c10b9342f


You’re here! You made it! And chances are, you’re here because you 
 want to find your dream man, right?

Well, that’s where I come in!

I’ve helped a lot of women just like you to meet and attract their man. . .
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Are You Ready to ATTRACT YOUR MAN?!

“This is how you TRULY discover the most effective, easiest and
fastest way for busy professional women, like you, to find love
without wasting time and energy on dating the wrong guys.”

“Because of Love by Design, I now speak a new
language and see people in a new way—through
the lens of Eniostyle. I understand the different
types of people and what motivates them. Knowing
how to type using Eniostyle has simplified dating
and has also improved all of my relationships.”

“I uncovered the exact reasons why I struggled in
my past relationships, how I got into ‘the middle
type’ and what kind of man is ideal for me. I
realized that there’s nothing wrong with me and
some men are simply incompatible with me. I
learned to ‘type’ men, which is fascinating. Now I
understand, accept and love myself
unconditionally, 100%.”

Kirstin

Mary
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It all started with my decision to move to
New York City (back in 2008) after my
divorce. Once I started dating in the big
city, I experienced firsthand all of the
struggles, roadblocks and challenges
(breadcrumbing, ghosting, you name it)
that most single women go through. I
made tons of mistakes and learned some
very important lessons along the way.

Does this sound at all like you?

My entire life changed when I met my ideal (dual) partner Paul, who
proposed six months later. Inspired to help other women find love, I
started my coaching business, got married and had a baby (all in
2010).

In the last 12 years, I’ve helped thousands of women attract their men
faster and easier than ever before. (Yes, it’s totally possible for you,
too, now!)

What I realized is that there’s a huge difference between dating vs.
actually attracting your man. And if you don’t learn how to do it right,
it’s going to overwhelm, and frustrate you and burn you out. 

You see . . . simply dating doesn’t mean that you find your dream
man.

Having an online profile is not a guarantee that you’ll meet anyone
on a dating app.

Going on a bunch of dates with different men? It does not mean
you’re going to meet the right one. Because if all of those men are
wrong for you—whether it’s 10 or 100 dates—all that dating won’t get
you the results you want.
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Women who’ve found their soulmates have all figured out a proven
way to choose the right man and create a happy long-lasting
relationship that works. 

Do you want to know why? What’s their secret?

It’s because they subconsciously make the decisions, take actions
and do the things that women who find their soulmates do.

And the women who don't find their soulmates are still making the
decisions, taking actions and doing things that struggling in dating
women do. 

When you follow general, random dating advice . . .

And not the proven, customized advice that works specifically for
you . . .

How can you expect to attract your man if you don’t take the right
kinds of actions?

That’s exactly what we’re going to do together over these next
couple of weeks. I’m going to show you how to attract your man so
you can create the loving relationship that you truly desire. 

I’ll introduce you to the exact system that thousands of women
have followed to find their ideal life partners with minimum time
and effort. 

Plus, I’ll reveal the seven core ingredients that allow you to attract
your man without wasting time on dating the wrong guys. 

And, you’ll discover what it really takes to create the loving,
enjoyable and lasting relationship you’ve been dreaming about. 



Step 1: Mark your calendar for August 11!

You’re a busy professional woman––I get it. But this 3-part experience
is a game-changer and you don’t want to miss it. Simply click the
button below to add this training to your calendar when we start live
on August 11! 

Click the button below to add this training to your calendar.

Step 2: Join our private Facebook group

Click the button below to join our exclusive community.
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Here’s what to do right now:

My life’s vision and my mission are to serve and help women to
attract their ideal dual partner.

I give you a life-changing tool that will serve you for a lifetime.

Being in a 13-year happy and easy dual relationship, I provide an
example of what’s possible in love when you use Eniostyle.  When we
work together, I’ll teach you how to use Eniostyle so you can discover
more of who you really are and who your dual partner is, so that you
can find, recognize and attract him quickly and easily.

Just like our members have been able to…

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

Join the community

https://www.addevent.com/event/Bx13904980
https://www.addevent.com/calendar/hs335113
https://www.addevent.com/calendar/hs335113
https://www.addevent.com/event/eG13904983
https://www.addevent.com/calendar/hs335113
https://www.addevent.com/event/Yo13904986
https://www.facebook.com/groups/3pltattractyourman
https://www.facebook.com/groups/3pltattractyourman
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Ellen learned more about herself and met the right man. 

“It all makes perfect sense to me. Now that I know my type, which is
East and North, I now know exactly who I’m looking for in a dual
partner. After learning Eniostyle, I’m happier with who I am and
have attracted the right type of man for me.”  

Hayley’s man asked her to move in together after just one month of
dating.

"He was so consistent. He didn't disappear. He pursued me and
about a month later he made the proposal for us to move in
together.”

— Ellen K.

— Hayley P.
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Sara gained the confidence to start dating again.

“After going through the program, I  gained confidence and started
dating again. Now I can filter out men who aren’t compatible with
me early on. It saves a lot of time.” — Sara P.

“I’m able to know right away if a man is right for me when I’m out
there swiping and dating. Learn Eniostyle if you want an easy-
flowing relationship.” — Jodi G.

Jodi can know right away if a man is right for her.
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Nancy met her ideal life partner in the most unusual place.

“I look at my decision to join Love by Design as one of the best
decisions I’ve made in my life! As a full-time contractor working in
the Arctic, I was skeptical about being able to meet any men—not
to mention my ideal type of man! But I chose to listen to the part
inside me that was hopeful and craved love.”

Anna feels more secure and on the right track.

“What shifted is that I feel more secure because I'm on the right
track and have the right tools. It gives me hope that it's really
possible for me to meet a good match.” 

— Nancy S.

— Anna  J.
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These stories are extraordinary because these women are
extraordinary. And, I believe every woman is extraordinary, including
you! The truth is that your personality type is the key to your success
in love, and this training shows you exactly why and how.

These women were able to discover their type and align with it, and
their love life transformed. Now, I'm here to help YOU do the same!

The goal is simple: by the time you complete this entire 3-part series,
you’ll have the proven roadmap for attracting your dream man—not
to mention the clarity and confidence to focus on the few things
that actually do matter when it comes to dating.

If we met for tea, this is what would happen:

If I only had an hour to share the few key ingredients that have
made the biggest difference in the lives of my members, what I
would share would be exactly what you’re about to receive in this
free training.

So, if you are a professional single woman looking to quickly attract
your ideal type of man to have a great relationship that works, this
series was created specifically for YOU!

These three training videos will be broadcasted live, and the replays
will be available—but only for a limited time. Make sure to mark your
calendar and watch the replays as soon as possible.

Here is a quick breakdown of what you’ll learn by the time you
complete this free 3-part live training experience:
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Live Training 1: The Missing Key 

Why are some single women able to attract their ideal type of man
without  struggling in dating, while most try even harder, use the
same dating apps and have little to no results? Why do some women
go on to create a loving and committed relationship that works,
while most can barely get men to show up?

In “The Missing Key” live training, we dive into the missing element
that women in happy and lasting relationships are tapping into, so
that you can finally unlock the secret to finding your dream man.

Attract Your Man LIVE! Training

Live Training 2: Attract Your Man 

How can you remove all the overwhelm, confusion and frustration so
that you find, recognize and meet your man quickly and easily?

In my “Attract Your Man” live training, I’m revealing my 3-step
process for dating fewer yet higher quality men in a way that makes
finding the right man simple, easy and fun—with minimum time and
effort.

Live Training 3: Your Dream Relationship

A lot of dating “experts” claim they can give you the magic formula
that’s going to fix all your dating and relationship struggles for you
and create the “happily ever after” you dream of . . .

But after 12 years of working with women, I have some news for you.

If you don’t choose the right type of man for you, it’s going to be very
tough to create a great relationship. 

The fact is, there are seven core ingredients that every single woman
who gets into a happy and lasting relationship needs, and I’m
revealing them to you in this part of the training. 



When you learn to use Eniostyle, you’ll be blown away at the kind of
relationship you're able to create—and how simple and easy dating
will be.

This system gives you the most effective tools and cutting-edge
training so that you can create incredible results in your love life.

This proven process is simple to learn and easy to use, so that you can
create new and better results in your personal life—with less time
and effort than anything you’ve tried before.

You get a personalized step-by-step blueprint to actually attract your
ideal life partner with minimum time and effort. 
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This personality typing system called Eniostyle is the most powerful
relationship tool in the world. It gives you exactly everything you
need to recognize, find, attract and date your ideal type of man so
that you can get into an easy, loving and lasting relationship.

Click here to listen

https://player.captivate.fm/episode/1fd0a866-d6c1-46c1-9b8a-ce445e14d299
https://player.captivate.fm/episode/1fd0a866-d6c1-46c1-9b8a-ce445e14d299
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Live Training 1: The Missing Key

In this first live training, I’ll introduce you to the system, the
framework and the proven way to attract your ideal type of man.
You’ll begin to notice that women in great relationships choose their
life partners differently. They know what to focus on—and what to
ignore.

By the time you finish this first training, you’ll have a clear
understanding of what’s been getting in your way, what’s been
missing, and what you can do differently to start attracting the right
type of men.

What are the biggest dating myths that keep most women single
and struggling in dating?

1.

(Fill in the following blanks)

Myth #1: 

Myth #2:

Myth #3: 

Myth #4: 

Myth #5
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Write down two or three things in each level for what it looks like now. 

Now

Future

Write down two or three things in each level for what it will look like in
your future, when you reach your relationship goal.
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Share your progress,
breakthroughs and aha’s with

me by tagging me on
Instagram

@polina.solda

3. What specifically would change in your dating and love life if every
action and decision you made aligned with your type and your dual
partner's type? 

2. What things in your dating and love life are holding you back from
attracting your man?

https://www.instagram.com/polina.solda/
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Your Notes

Share your progress,
breakthroughs and aha’s with

me by tagging me on
Instagram

@polina.solda

https://www.instagram.com/polina.solda/
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Your Notes

Share your progress,
breakthroughs and aha’s with

me by tagging me on
Instagram

@polina.solda

https://www.instagram.com/polina.solda/


Knowing your personality type will help you understand, accept and
love yourself completely. When you align with and fully express
yourself in your type, you’ll attract your ideal type of man much easier
and faster. Eniostyle is the solution.

Click the button below to take a quick FREE quiz to discover your
type and your ideal man’s type.
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Live Training 2: Attract Your Man 

“When you change the way you look at things, the things you look at
change,” said Wayne Dyer. That’s exactly what’s going to happen
when you start dating with Eniostyle! Following this 3-part simple
process, I’ll walk you through a transformational approach to dating
so that you can attract your ideal life partner and create a lasting
relationship that works.

The 3 ESSENTIAL Ingredients of Your Dream Man:

  _______________________________

  _______________________________

  _______________________________

1.

2.

3.

Your Personality Type1.

My personality type is: _____________________

Discover yourType

https://take.quiz-maker.com/Q482XIH6C
https://take.quiz-maker.com/QG2UZF2ML
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Who are you, really?  What’s your personality type?

How can you align with your type so that you can meet your dual
partner?

What is the time for now?

Why are you here in this training, really? 

What has really been preventing you from walking towards your
vision?



“Your Dual Partner is already searching for you on a subconscious
level.” 

Knowing your personality type will instantly tell you what types of men
are ideal for you. When you know your dual partner’s type, you’ll attract
your dream man with much less time and effort. 

A dual partner’s type is ____________________yet _____________________.
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2. Your Dual Partner's Type

_______________and______________are dual partner types.

_______________and______________are dual partner types.

My dual partner’s type is: _____________________

Click here to listen

https://player.captivate.fm/episode/782a6604-2f99-41e4-9be2-41fbb88b3ab6
https://www.polinasolda.com/top3-episodes
https://player.captivate.fm/episode/782a6604-2f99-41e4-9be2-41fbb88b3ab6


Your personality type plays a vital role in attracting your ideal dual
partner’s type and creating a relationship that ____________.

It significantly reduces and even eliminates the overwhelm, confusion
and doubt about the dating process.

And, when you have your personalized dating framework, it doesn’t
just increase your confidence, it allows you to  date in the most
efficient way that works specifically for you—instead of wasting time
and going in circles with little to show for it.

Your Personalized Dating Framework =  
More ________________ and less __________________. 

Higher _________________ & Fewer _________________

What would change in your dating and love life if you could put less
time and effort into dating AND attract your man faster and easier? 
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3. Your Personalized Dating Framework

Share your progress,
breakthroughs and aha’s with

me by tagging me on
Instagram

@polina.solda

https://www.instagram.com/polina.solda/
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Your Notes

Share your progress,
breakthroughs and aha’s with

me by tagging me on
Instagram

@polina.solda

https://www.instagram.com/polina.solda/
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Your Notes

Share your progress,
breakthroughs and aha’s with

me by tagging me on
Instagram

@polina.solda

https://www.instagram.com/polina.solda/
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Live Training 3: The SEVEN Steps to Your Dream
Relationship

You’ll discover that women who find their soulmates follow a very
specific step-by-step process. But, if you’re missing just one of these
steps, you could be running into problems without even realizing it. 

The SEVEN Steps that Lead to Your Dream Relationship:

Step #1: ________________________________________________

Step #2: ________________________________________________

Step #3: ________________________________________________

Step #4: ________________________________________________

Step #5: ________________________________________________

Step #6: ________________________________________________

Step #7: ________________________________________________

Share your progress,
breakthroughs and aha’s with

me by tagging me on
Instagram

@polina.solda

https://www.instagram.com/polina.solda/
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Step #1:

Step #2:

Share your progress,
breakthroughs and aha’s with

me by tagging me on
Instagram

@polina.solda

https://www.instagram.com/polina.solda/
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Share your progress,
breakthroughs and aha’s with

me by tagging me on
Instagram

@polina.solda

Step #3: 

Step #4: 

https://www.instagram.com/polina.solda/
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Share your progress,
breakthroughs and aha’s with

me by tagging me on
Instagram

@polina.solda

Step #5:

Step #6:

https://www.instagram.com/polina.solda/
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Step #7: 

Click here to listen

https://player.captivate.fm/episode/a16c2385-e4aa-4d84-b775-e4c23168f13e
https://www.polinasolda.com/top3-episodes
https://player.captivate.fm/episode/a16c2385-e4aa-4d84-b775-e4c23168f13e
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Your Notes

Share your progress,
breakthroughs and aha’s with

me by tagging me on
Instagram

@polina.solda

https://www.instagram.com/polina.solda/
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Visualization Exercise:

Imagine you have already attracted your man . . .

What did you do differently  to get here? What actions did you take?

What habits did you develop? What skills did you build?

What did you tell yourself every single day?
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Who did you surround yourself with? What kind of people?

What did you finally let go of to get here?

Share your progress,
breakthroughs and aha’s with

me by tagging me on
Instagram

@polina.solda

https://www.instagram.com/polina.solda/
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Polina Solda
Polina is the founder and CEO of Love by
Design. She began coaching professional
single women in 2010. She’s a master
certified coach and a leading Eniostyle
Expert in the U.S. who provides an example
of what’s possible in love. What makes her
approach different is that it’s based on a
proven personality-typing system of
Eniostyle. Polina hosts a highly rated
podcast on iTunes: Love by Design. She’s
happily married and lives with her family in
New York City.  Polina loves yoga, dancing
and traveling with her family and friends.
She’s been featured on CBS, Medium and
other media. 

Connect with me

https://www.instagram.com/polina.solda/

https://www.facebook.com/polinasolda/

https://www.tiktok.com/@polina.solda

https://www.youtube.com/user/UCYtJ49gIpKx-K_Z8Ei8S9uA

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/love-by-design/

https://open.spotify.com/show/3tfM4fAZwtxrgRJD2ijMDU

https://soundcloud.com/user-346797385-389652273

https://www.instagram.com/ps_lovebydesign/
https://www.facebook.com/polinasolda/
https://www.tiktok.com/@polina.solda
https://www.youtube.com/user/UCYtJ49gIpKx-K_Z8Ei8S9uA
https://podcasts.apple.com/ph/podcast/love-by-design/id1542081933
https://open.spotify.com/show/3tfM4fAZwtxrgRJD2ijMDU
https://soundcloud.com/user-346797385-389652273
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